multi-function
PREMIUM COOLING
NECK GAITERS

Perfect for outdoor activities, these premium, multi-function, cooling, neck gaiters protect from sun, wind, insects and airborne particles. Featuring soft, four-way stretch, the gaiters come in three styles:

U.S.A. Flag, Underwater Wildlife, and Joker

- Soak 1-2 minutes in cool water, wring out excess water gently, enjoy cooling relief for several hours. Reactivate by submerging in cold water as needed
- Four-way ultimate stretch
- UPF 50+
- Protects against sun, wind, insects and dust
- Helps reduce skin temperature and maintain hydration
- Seamless soft, breathable polyester/spandex microfiber material

NG-401 U.S.A. FLAG

NG-402
UNDERWATER WILDLIFE

NG-403 JOKER

10+ WAYS TO WEAR

13915 Radium St NW
Ramsey, MN 55303
763-450-0110
Sales@GlobalGlove.com
GlobalGlove.com

Global Glove & Safety Manufacturing, Inc.
multi-function
NECK GAITERS

Perfect for outdoor activities, these multi-function neck gaiters protect from sun, wind, insects and airborne particles. Featuring soft, two-way stretch, the gaiters come in five styles:

HV Orange, HV Yellow/Green, Mexican Flag, Camouflage and Shark and Cross Bones

- Two-way stretch
- Protects against sun, wind, insects and dust
- Helps reduce skin temperature and maintain hydration
- Seamless soft, breathable polyester microfiber material